Venus Retrogression Report
Dear ABC,

THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.indastro.com/

We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true vedic principles on the internet since 2000 and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. We have prepared Venus Retrogression Report:

1) Effects of current Venus transit with Mercury and Jupiter:

Year 2015 is a much eventful year, marked by a rare combination of major benefic planets Jupiter, Venus and Mercury combining in Leo. This combination of planets will enhance the good effects of each other and of the house occupied by them.

While Venus enhances your ability to attract and Jupiter makes you confident and positive and Mercury energizes them with intellectual support, the triple conjunction of Jupiter-Venus-Mercury intensifies the energy that has the ability to inspire modification in your life.

Venus is basically a much benefic planet ruling luxury, beauty, comfort and joys in your life. Due to her influence your health and looks will improve while you can be in a good position and have good finance and may achieve fame. Venus will bestow truthfulness in your speech and conduct, and thus bring you appreciation.

You will be honestly powerful and will be able to defeat your enemies. Though Venus is overall a much benefic planet ruling luxury, beauty, comfort and joys in your life but a retrograding [25 Jul 2015 to 06 Sep 15] Venus is a peculiar phenomenon and is prone to produce some contrary results during her travel through in the fiery sign of Leo.

The results of the retrogression will be felt more and will get highly pronounced if you are running a period of Venus, especially the sub period of Venus, in your birth chart. Since you are not running the sub period of Venus, the current main period of Venus will assume more importance.

This current phase could also see some charged up results due to Saturn turning direct on August 2, 2015 in the mystery sign of Scorpio and moving square to transit Venus in Leo. You will need to use this phenomenon with wisdom and caution.

2)

How does retrogression of Venus affect:

Transit effects of Retro Venus in Leo:
Venus retrogression is an unusual phenomenon bringing in a churning in love life, marriage & finances. You need to understand the timing and trends & exercise caution during this very tricky Venus transit. For your Moon sign Cancer, Venus retrogrades from your house of wealth on to your own Moon sign.

This will bring in substantial changes in the financial matters and your own thinking. Retrograding Venus moving through your ascendant Leo can easily cloud an otherwise active social phase. These effects can operate even after retrograde Venus actually enters Cancer on 14 Aug 2015.

During retrogression in the above period Venus will be in your ascendant Leo and in the 2nd house of wealth from your Moon sign, Cancer. Effects in the following areas will be enhanced in positive areas and reduced in negative areas due to retrogression.

Your manners of expressing yourself to others for all kinds of enjoyments, pleasures and happiness from them, will be much promoted. You will have peace with others, eat well, have sound sleep and enjoy all luxuries and fineries of life, will have access to various articles and opportunities for enjoyments within your marital life.

Success in higher education, getting a new and higher position and accompanying status will be supported. You will be able to attract other people but this will not be a long term influence.

It is a good transit for finance and material possessions. You may have gain of money but you must control your spending. You can borrow money but try to avoid it. Investments can be advantageous, especially in articles of beauty and pleasures.

Do not invest money in articles of everyday living. You will have happiness at home, may see birth of a child, get gifts and see prosperity within family. Good health and gain will be pronounced. Effects of Retro Venus based on her natural significations:

You will tend to choose unusual alliances. You may have an unconventional view of relationships. In other words you may not know the right way to express your love and/or feelings well to your lover or your spouse.

Retrograde Venus can create significant problems with emotions, taste, happiness and peace, both at personal or relational plane. As Venus slowly turns retrograde, one gradually gets interested or disinterested in sexual activities. Venus seems to work alike in all signs when retrograde. Venus retrogression influences men more than she does women. This is an important pointer in relationships.

**Effects of Retro Venus based on Karmic significations:**

You are expected to determine what is truly of value to you and learn about creating a balance of give and take in your romantic life and also in achieving material gains.

Your romantic or materialistic dialogue has a tendency to be far too internal at times, causing you to inhibit the flow of good things into your life. You will have to be willing to experience loving and being loved in order to attract what you desire into your life and create the feelings of security you need. Creating and promoting inflow of material wealth will need similar attention.
Effects of Retro Venus as per ruling main and sub periods:

You will be running the main period of Venus and sub period of Jupiter during the period of Retrogression of transit Venus in Leo. Venus is placed in the 9th house from ascendant with very poor digbala [very negative for all relationships] in your birth chart. Thus during the period of Retro Venus, you are expected to face problems in all relationships, personal, social, familial or professional.

However this status may be improved to some extent due to transit Jupiter being in your ascendant during the same period [despite Jupiter and Venus having opposing philosophies of influence].

Effects of Retro Venus with respect to Transit Saturn and Jupiter:

Transit Saturn square transit Venus:

This transit indicates lust, vice and infamy. You may become mean and prodigal and may be connected with unworthy women. It is a period of difficulty and tension in your relationships. Break ups are quite possible. Relation with other people too needs to be watched as these may get into conflicts and may even break.

Transit Jupiter conjunct transit Venus:

This is a good and happy transit for honor and love. It will smoothen over difficulties in relationships and will promote good relation. New relations may be formed and will be successful, enjoyable and lasting. You will have good and elegant temper. Avoid over spending. Over indulgence in food and drink may upset your health. You will get respect and social prestige. Comforts and enjoyments will be available from the opposite sex. But do not be too passionate which may cause your ruin.

3)

Venus's push back into Cancer with effects:

The effects of transit Venus into Cancer will cause the following effects:

This will offer mixed effects. You may enjoy good relations with your spouse. You will have financial security and relief from debts. This period will bring in success in your endeavors. Your popularity increases and your reputation would also go up. You are likely concentrate on acquisition of material comfort, means of pleasure, good food, clothing, jewels and other exotic accessories. You may consider owning a house as well. Socially this could be a bright period.

On the flip side, you may see financial gains for some days, and during the remaining days, you may have loss of wealth and heavy expenditure. Be careful to avoid any theft in your house or office.
4)

**Suggestions and caution:**

General frustrations, loss of sleep and loss of peace of mind will lead to hasty actions and consequent sufferings. Be careful of mercenary relations as these can ruin relations and may bring obstacles, impediments, irritations and humiliations, and quarrels and defeats in litigation. Avoid excesses in all enjoyments and activities. Your success will be restricted by sudden and unplanned yet quite unavoidable demands on your funds and your ability to work harder.

Expenses on your residence or home or a property or on your mother will be considerable yet unavoidable. Yet you should be on good terms with all even if their cooperation or help may be absent or may not be enough. Avoid love affairs, communication failure, speculative investments and hasty action at work place.

You could also speak direct on phone or have a web chat with one of our expert to discuss your horoscope all the star combinations it contains. You can schedule discussion at:


BEST REGARDS,

PT PUNARVASU
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- **Detailed Horoscope Reading –Life reading with gemstone analysis.**
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Please Note: All Predictions And Opinion Provided Are Based On The Birth Data Provided By The Querist. Any Discrepancy Or Doubt About The Birth Details Can Render The Entire Opinion Unreliable.